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The growing sophistication, frequency and severity of cyberattacks targeting all sectors highlight their 

inevitability and the impossibility of completely protecting the integrity of critical computer systems. In 

this context, cyber-resilience offers an attractive alternative to the existing cybersecurity paradigm. We 

define cyber-resilience as the capacity to withstand, recover from and adapt to the external shocks caused 

by cyber-risks. This article seeks to provide a broader organizational understanding of cyber-resilience 

and the tensions associated with its implementation. We apply Weick’s (1995) sensemaking framework to 

examine four foundational tensions of cyber-resilience: a definitional tension, an environmental tension, 

an internal tension, and a regulatory tension. We then document how these tensions are embedded in 

cyber-resilience practices at the preparatory, response and adaptive stages. We rely on qualitative data 

from a sample of 58 cybersecurity professionals to uncover these tensions and how they reverberate 

across cyber-resilience practices. 

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. Introduction 

Over the past 25 years, cyber-risks have morphed from mere 

nnoyances into potentially catastrophic events. There has been a 

rowing awareness that electrical grids, telecommunication net- 

orks, digital financial flows, and transport infrastructures, on 

hich modern societies depend to function, are particularly ex- 

osed to cyberattacks ( Greenberg, 2019 ). Despite ballooning invest- 

ents in cybersecurity technologies that reached USD 173.5 billion 

n 2022 and keep on growing ( ResearchAndMarkets, 2022 ), orga- 

izations remain exposed to a constant barrage of online harms 

hat include ransomware, business email compromise (BEC), dis- 

ributed denial-of-service attacks, data breaches, or the deploy- 

ent of remote access malware to exploit international transfer 

ystems and steal millions. In their study on the costs of cyber- 

rime, Anderson et al. (2019) estimate that these various online 

arms generate billions of dollars in financial losses annually for 

ictims and society, including direct losses, indirect losses and 

efence costs. Although catastrophic scenarios remain hypotheti- 

al, recent research published by the International Monetary Fund 
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ound that aggregate losses generated by cyberattacks at 7,947 

anks worldwide amounted to $97 billion yearly in 2018 (9% of 

et income), with value-at-risk (VaR) oscillating between $147 and 

201 billion (14% to 19% of net income). The most pessimistic mod- 

ls returned annual losses of up to 51% under maximum adverse 

ircumstances ( Bouveret, 2018 ). To respond to the proliferation of 

yber-risks and to overcome the limited effectiveness of existing 

ybersecurity approaches to mitigate inevitable attacks, regulators, 

tandard-setting bodies, and cybersecurity consultants are increas- 

ngly promoting the concept of cyber-resilience as a new frame- 

ork extending established risk management practices. 

Despite a long history in the fields of materials science, ecol- 

gy, psychology, and natural disaster management, the concept of 

esilience remains largely peripheral in the literature on cyber- 

isks. When used, it relates primarily to the technical concerns 

f computer scientists, whose primary research questions exam- 

ne the engineering features that can make cyber systems more 

obust and the metrics that can be used to evaluate their capac- 

ty to endure ( Bodeau and Graubart, 2011 ; Ross et al., 2021 ). It is

nly recently that a growing interest has resulted in the adoption 

f a more holistic approach to understanding what types of prepa- 

ations, responses, recovery, and adaptation activities contribute 

o enhancing an organization’s cyber-resilience to adverse events 
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 Linkov et al., 2013 ; Sepúlveda Estay et al., 2020 ). Google’s NGram

iewer shows that the term ‘cyber-resilience’ appeared in the lit- 

rature around 2010, accounting for 11.9 × 10 −9 % of all the words 

sed in the English language that year and that the number of 

ccurrences increased sharply around 2015 with 428.4 × 10 −9 %, 

eaching a high of 4074.9 × 10 −9 % in 2019, the last year for which

tatistics are available. 1 Since then, interest has remained strong, 

s Google Scholar indicates that more than 6,500 scientific publi- 

ations have analyzed this concept, 30.5% of them in 2022 alone. 2 

If cyber-resilience is to become the new cyber-risk manage- 

ent paradigm promoted by cybersecurity consultants, standards- 

etting organizations, regulators and researchers, a better under- 

tanding of the organizational and social practices that influence 

he adoption of this more holistic mindset is needed. Most of the 

cientific literature on cyber-resilience remains technical, theoreti- 

al or normative, and our contribution aims to provide a broader 

rganizational and empirical understanding of cyber-resilience. We 

re particularly interested in sensemaking, understood as the sub- 

et of individual and social processes by which people and orga- 

izations frame the unknown and respond to it ( Weick, 1995 ). In 

he field of cybersecurity, sensemaking plays a central and multi- 

aceted role: it directly informs decisions made by organizations to 

ptimize their investments in specialized technologies and human 

esources ( Fedele and Roner, 2022 ), enables the emergence of a ro- 

ust cybersecurity culture that promotes desirable values, attitudes 

nd behaviours ( da Veiga & Martins, 2017 ; Uchendu et al., 2021 ),

upports the operational effectiveness of threat intelligence and in- 

ident response teams ( Naseer et al., 2021 ; van der Kleij et al.,

022 ), and facilitates the learning processes required for adapta- 

ion to a constantly shifting threat landscape ( Steinke et al., 2015 ). 

ence, this article focuses on two dimensions of sensemaking: 

rst, we want to examine how cybersecurity professionals make 

ense of cyber-resilience—a recently-introduced concept that could 

rguably be construed as one of the latest fads to afflict the field 

f cybersecurity—and how they articulate it with more established 

ybersecurity frameworks. A more applied line of enquiry comple- 

ents this conceptual question: what types of sensemaking chal- 

enges do they experience when translating cyber-resilience prin- 

iples into action? 

This article uses qualitative data from a sample of 58 cyber- 

ecurity professionals. Our objective is to map the sensemaking 

onstraints encountered by cybersecurity professionals when ap- 

lying cyber-resilience measures and to elicit their insights on 

romising strategies they have used to overcome those hurdles. 

e start with a quick overview of the existing literature on cyber- 

esilient organizations. We also introduce the notion of sensemak- 

ng and demonstrate why it plays a central role in cyber-resilience. 

e then describe our qualitative methodology and the sample 

f cybersecurity professionals we interviewed. The following two 

ections present and discuss the sensemaking tensions respon- 

ents experienced when trying to derive meaning from the cyber- 

esilience concept and how these tensions reverberated across the 

ontinuum of preparation, response and adaptation practices. 

. The rise of cyber-resilience 

One of the main challenges associated with the general con- 

ept of resilience lies in its polysemic nature, derived from its 

se across multiple disciplines such as physics, materials sci- 

nce, ecology, psychology, and urban planning ( Alexander, 2013 ; 

upont, 2019 ; Tiernan et al., 2019 ). For example, while engineer- 

ng approaches favor a set of measurable parameters that can 

uickly bring a system back to its original state, ecological ap- 

roaches emphasize processes that foster persistence and often im- 

ly adaptation to new environmental extremes ( Holling, 1996 ). In 

he field of systems engineering, of great relevance to cyberse- 
2 
urity, Woods’ typology identifies four different meanings for re- 

ilience: rebound, robustness, graceful extensibility, and sustained 

daptability ( Woods, 2015 ). It results that resilience is often used 

s a metaphor reflecting discrete disciplinary perspectives and 

hat a scientific consensus on the core components, practices and 

etrics that should be used to define it has not emerged yet 

 Linkov and Kott, 2019 ). Practitioners face the same dilemmas due 

o a lack of standardization in the field of resilience ( Linkov et al.,

016 ). 

In the digital domain, cyber-resilience is defined as “the abil- 

ty […] to prepare, absorb, recover, and adapt to adverse effects”

aused by cyberattacks ( Linkov and Kott, 2019 : 2), with the ulti- 

ate aim for the organization to continuously deliver the intended 

unctions or services ( Björk et al., 2015 : 312). In practical terms, 

t means that cyber-resilient organizations are able to contain and 

inimize the extent of disruptions caused by such events more 

ffectively than their peers and that they can also resume satis- 

actory levels of performance faster and more efficiently. For some 

uthors, it implies that cyber-resilience differs from cybersecurity, 

hich focuses on the capacity of an organization to predict, pre- 

ent and avert the occurrence of cyber-risks. They also claim that 

hereas cybersecurity focuses on information technologies, cyber- 

esilience reflects a broader perspective to consider how cyber- 

isks that can threaten the survival of the entire organization im- 

act a diverse range of business processes ( Björk et al., 2015 ). 

his broader perspective also invokes a more holistic approach, 

here security cannot be reduced to the sum of all the technical 

ools deployed within an organization but results from the con- 

tant interactions of humans, devices and algorithms enmeshed in 

 dense web of internal and external networks ( Linkov et al., 2013 ;

upont, 2019 ; Bellini et al., 2021 ). 

To capture how cyber-resilience translates into practice, 

onnelly et al. (2017) suggest that four universal features need to 

e examined: the critical functions that should be preserved in pri- 

rity, the thresholds above which adverse events exceed the or- 

anization’s capacity to absorb them, the temporal implications of 

ecovery activities, and the memory enabling or impeding adap- 

ation. One of the major challenges associated with the study of 

yber-resilience lies in its meaningful quantification, which must 

over a large number of dimensions: domains of reference (tech- 

ical, organizational, social, economic), the effectiveness of risk 

anagement processes, the various steps that make up the cyber- 

esilience cycle (prepare, prevent, protect, respond, recover, adapt), 

he organizational capabilities needed to deliver cyber-resilience, 

nd the cognitive skills cyber-resilience professionals require to 

upport cyber-resilience activities ( Häring et al., 2016 ). Linkov and 

ott (2019) outline two main families of cyber-resilience quantifi- 

ations: metric-based approaches focusing on individual properties 

f systems and trying to assess how far they are from an ideal state 

f cyber-resilience, and a model-based approach seeking to eval- 

ate the interdependent dynamics of complex systems, resorting 

or example to digital twins ( Salvi et al., 2022 ). Economists have 

een more interested in measuring the costs of producing cyber- 

esilience, trying to identify the optimal equilibrium between in- 

estments and effectiveness and looking for low-cost but still ef- 

ective practices ( Rose and Miller, 2021 ). 

Disaster management researchers, who study how large-scale 

dverse events are handled by organizations ( Manyena, 2006 ; 

aton and Johnston, 2017 ), have generated two insights relevant 

o cyber-resilience. First, as mentioned above, organizations with 

iverse maturity levels in this area can interpret resilience very 

ifferently. Or ganizations starting their journey toward resilience 

efine it as the ability to maintain the status quo and absorb the 

mpact of disturbances. In contrast, more advanced organizations 

mbrace an adaptive understanding of resilience that relies on self- 

rganization and the adoption of new practices that do not com- 
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Fig. 1. Tw elve categories of cyber-resilience measures (adapted from Sepúlveda Estay et al., 2020 ). 
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romise structure or functions. At the most mature end of the re- 

ilience continuum, a minority of organizations can leverage the 

ransformative power of resilience to seize the new opportunities 

reated by a changing environment and use adversity as a growth 

pportunity ( Davidson et al., 2016 ). The second insight implies that 

tudying resilience in complex systems—such as the financial sec- 

or or critical digital infrastructures—requires mapping the myriad 

f cross-scale interactions produced by geographical, temporal, or- 

anizational, social and technological factors enhancing or hinder- 

ng resilience ( Ansell et al., 2010 ; Linkov and Kott, 2019 ). 

Several applied frameworks have been proposed to guide or- 

anizations on their cyber-resilience journey and to help them 

mbed resilience practices at each stage of the risk lifecycle 

 Keys and Shapiro, 2019 ). In a systematic review, Sepúlveda Estay 

t al. (2020) identified more than 200 cyber-resilience frameworks 

ublished in peer-reviewed journals (mostly since 2013) and origi- 

ating from 25 application areas (from power grids and manufac- 

uring to healthcare and finance). These frameworks rely on a di- 

erse set of quantitative and qualitative methodologies (from game 

heory and machine learning to systems architecture and regula- 

ory approaches) to prescribe measures organized into twelve cat- 

gories, thereby revealing the dynamic nature of resilience prac- 

ices (what is done before, during and after a disruption) and the 

ultiple levels at which they take place (operational vs. strate- 

ic), as shown in Fig. 1 . A quantitative analysis indicates that most 

rameworks focus on pre-event knowledge management (risk anal- 

sis and sensemaking activities) and operational measures (secu- 

ity, visibility of systems, velocity of response) ( Sepúlveda Estay 

t al., 2020 : 9). 

These frameworks highlight that the scientific literature rele- 

ant to cyber-resilience is much broader than the papers making 

xplicit use of the terminology and its afferent concepts. Cyber- 

esilience can be described as an umbrella term covering research 

reas that do not self-identify as cyber-resilience research but 

till produce empirical knowledge central to our understanding 

f how organizations prepare for, absorb, respond to, and recover 

rom cyber-shocks ( Grøtan et al., 2022 ). Research on incident re- 

ponse is a good illustration. A growing number of empirical stud- 

es have examined how “diverse teams of organizational stakehold- 

rs […] develop situation awareness, adapt to the rapidly evolving 

ituation, raise the necessary resources, and respond to threats”

 Ahmad et al., 2022 ). For example, Thangavelu et al. (2022) have 

hown that increasing the metacognitive awareness (the process of 

eing aware of one’s learning processes) and self-efficacy of inci- 

ent responders could significantly improve their threat manage- 

ent performance. Combined with the development of evidence- 

ased practical cognitive tools such as the critical-thinking mem- 
3

ry aid proposed by van der Kleij et al. (2022) , this line of work en-

ances the capacity of teams to deal with the unpredictability and 

ncertainty of cyberattacks and strengthens organizational security 

nd resilience ( Ahmad et al., 2020 ). Beyond incident response stud- 

es, other fields of research, such as cybersecurity training, aware- 

ess and compliance ( Kirova and Baumoel, 2018 ; Hu et al., 2022 ),

r information sharing ( Skopik et al., 2016 ; Pala and Zhuang, 2019 ;

omerleau and Lowery, 2020 ), to name a few, contribute to an 

merging cyber-resilience body of knowledge. However, the in- 

ights generated by these discrete research areas remain frag- 

ented, where cyber-resilience calls for an integrative approach 

hat can blend the social and technical dimensions and strategic 

nd operational considerations in frameworks that can formalize 

nowledge and practices while remaining flexible enough to thrive 

n uncertain environments. 

. Sensemaking and cyber-resilience 

While academic, marketing and regulatory interests are con- 

erging toward cyber-resilience as an emerging cybersecurity 

aradigm, this growing body of knowledge remains predominantly 

ormative. It tends to minimize the ambiguities and contradictions 

ssociated with the concept of resilience ( Alexander, 2013 ). This 

roblem is compounded by a minimal pool of empirical studies 

hat examine how cybersecurity professionals and the organiza- 

ions employing them make sense of these tensions and resolve 

hem in practice ( Fujs et al., 2019 ). This is problematic for two 

easons. First, it prevents us from assessing to what extent cyber- 

esilience is effectively being understood, incorporated, ignored or 

ven rejected by cybersecurity professionals, and how they trans- 

ate its various concepts into practice. Second, it limits our under- 

tanding of how human factors (at both organizational and individ- 

al levels) practically enable, constrain or interfere with the core 

yber-resilience activities usually prescribed by the most influential 

cholars, standards and frameworks, and how cybersecurity profes- 

ionals handle this translation from theory to practice. 

The concept of sensemaking was first delineated by 

eick (1995) and referred to the range of processes through 

hich people and organizations “structure the unknown so as to 

e able to act in it” ( Ancona, 2012 : 3). It seems particularly well-

uited to analyze problematic situations where the cyber-resilience 

f organizations is tested. The notion of sensemaking has been 

sed to explain how some organizations manage to maintain 

igh levels of reliability in the face of complex environments 

nd catastrophic risks ( Weick and Sutcliffe, 2015 ). Specifically, 

eick outlines some activities that contribute to sensemaking, 

uch as “placement of items into frameworks, comprehending, 
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Table 1 

Respondents’ descriptive statistics. 

Country 

Canada 32 55% 

United Kingdom 2 3.5% 

United States 4 7% 

France 14 24% 

Netherlands 6 10.5 % 

Total 58 100% 

Organization 

Financial institution 36 62% 

Regulator 8 14% 

Incident response firm 9 16% 

Government 5 8% 

Total 58 100% 

Gender 

Female 13 22% 

Male 45 78% 

Total 58 100% 

Years of experience (in the current organization) 

Mean 11.4 years 

Median 11 years 

Range 0.5 – 31 years 
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edressing surprise, constructing meaning, interacting in pursuit of 

utual understanding, and patterning” ( Weick, 1995 , 6). As such, 

ensemaking includes a much broader set of practices than simply 

nterpreting events, as its name might suggest. Moreover, far from 

eing limited to a contemplative state, sensemaking instead blends 

ognition and action ( Steigenberger and Lübcke, 2022 ), “making 

he intractable actionable” ( Ancona, 2012 : 4). Ambiguous and 

ncertain contexts are particularly fertile grounds for sensemaking 

ctivities. This explains why a copious amount of research has 

tudied how sensemaking unfolds during and after a crisis to help 

nderstand short-term responses and longer-term organizational 

earning ( Maitlis and Sonensheim, 2010 ). 

Cybersecurity researchers have used the sensemaking frame- 

ork to understand how organizations and individuals perceive 

he techno-social risks they face and how they share informa- 

ion to update their decision-making models when new threats 

merge ( Tapanainen, 2017 ). Shreeve et al. (2022) have, for exam- 

le, found that managers with limited cybersecurity knowledge 

an still use logic and conventional risk-management thinking to 

ake sound cybersecurity decisions. Lakshmi et al. (2021) have 

xamined how sensemaking activities unfold in specific settings, 

uch as incident response, and developed a framework outlining 

he interplay of organizational, technological and individual factors. 

hey extended the work done by van der Kleij et al. (2017) , who

dentified the need for cybersecurity incident response teams to 

dopt collective sensemaking methods more broadly. Others, such 

s Dykstra and Orr (2016) , have argued that existing sensemaking 

rameworks used in other fields such as public health and aviation 

hould be transferred to cybersecurity to enhance decision-making. 

ensemaking has also been leveraged in a more general context. 

awlowski and Jung (2015) have used sensemaking to study how 

T users, such as students, perceive cybersecurity threats and use 

heir frames of reference as levers to improve engagement in train- 

ng and awareness activities. Østgaard Skotnes (2019) applied the 

ensemaking framework to cybersecurity standards, showing that 

he professionals tasked with their implementation translate for- 

al prescriptions into local practices that differ from one organiza- 

ion to another. Hence, sensemaking has demonstrated its potential 

o illuminate several essential cybersecurity practices but has not 

et been used to analyze cyber-resilience. 

. Data and methods 

Our study blends three qualitative methodologies to capture 

he experience of cybersecurity professionals who routinely deal 

ith cyber-attacks. We interviewed 58 respondents from 37 or- 

anizations. A purposeful maximum variation sampling approach 

 Patton, 2015 ) was adopted to achieve a diversity of views and 

xperiences across five dimensions (geography, institutional type, 

nstitutional size, interviewee role, and interviewee experience). 

hese dimensions were chosen to ensure that the rich and var- 

ed national, organizational and personal contexts influencing how 

espondents incorporate cyber-resilience into their practices were 

ccounted for. While other dimensions, such as internal culture, 

he competitive environment, or specific types of cyber-attacks re- 

elled, could also have been added for a more comprehensive anal- 

sis, the five core dimensions used here still allow us to avoid dis- 

ortions due to limited breadth in sampling and to identify po- 

ential temporal changes and trends ( Poulis et al., 2013 ). The ge- 

graphical diversity of the sample recognizes both the global na- 

ure of the cyber-resilience challenges faced by organizations and 

he local cultural or regulatory features that may foster differ- 

nt national practices. Respondents were interviewed in Canada, 

he US, the UK, the Netherlands, and France. Some organiza- 

ions in each country had vast international exposure, operating in 

ozens of markets, while others maintained a local footprint. The 
4

ize of institutions for which the respondents worked also varied 

ignificantly–some of them have less than a billion USD$ in an- 

ual revenue, while others’ profits can reach five to ten times that 

mount, leading to varying levels of resources and expertise avail- 

ble to implement cyber-resilience practices. Most of our respon- 

ents originated from the financial sector, understood in its broad- 

st sense (banks, insurance companies, pension funds, and stock 

xchanges). Still, their insights apply well beyond the world of fi- 

ance. The consulting and incident-response firms that provide cy- 

ersecurity services to organizations and the regulators who over- 

ee their activities were also interviewed to understand how cyber- 

esilience was understood and adopted across the service deliv- 

ry and regulatory divides. The respondents’ positions ranged from 

hief Information Security Officers (CISOs) (11 respondents) and 

hief Risk Officers (CROs) (3 respondents) to Directors of Secu- 

ity Operations Centres (SOCs) (2 respondents), Incident Response 

eams (CSIRTs) (4 respondents), threat intelligence teams (4 re- 

pondents), and business continuity units (4 respondents); lead- 

rs of penetration-testing teams and red teams (2 respondents); 

T governance and security advisors (13 respondents); consultants 

roviding incident-response services (9 respondents); and indus- 

ry regulators (6 respondents). This diversity of roles and respon- 

ibilities generated interesting variations related to sensemaking 

nd the perceived usefulness of cyber-resilience. Experience in a 

yber-risk management or regulation role ranged from half a year 

o more than thirty years, providing historical perspectives on the 

arious risk management trends that preceded cyber-resilience. 

able 1 provides an overview of the respondents’ features. 

Potential interviewees were identified and contacted through 

our main strategies: in Canada, a think tank (the Global Risk In- 

titute) and a cross-sectoral information-sharing hub (the Cana- 

ian Cyber Threat Exchange) supported the research project and 

elped connect the research team with their membership. The 

rst author also leveraged the database of the Smart Cybersecu- 

ity Network (SERENE-RISC), an academic-public-private partner- 

hip which he led between 2014 and 2022, to identify respon- 

ents. In the UK, France and the Netherlands, key academic in- 

ormants with well-established connections in the cybersecurity 

ndustry were contacted to identify and introduce us to respon- 

ents. Finally, US respondents were identified through personal 

etworks and LinkedIn searches using keywords such as cyber- 

esilience, CISO, CRO, CSIRT, SOC, and business continuity units. 

hey were contacted via the social media platform and invited to 

articipate in the study. Interviews were conducted between Au- 
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ust 2018 and November 2020 in person (36), by phone or video- 

onference call (21), or by email (1). Thirteen respondents (22%) 

ere female, reflecting the current under-representation of women 

n the cybersecurity workforce, which is estimated to be 22-25% 

omen ( (ISC)2, 2018 ; Hoteit, 2022 ; Risse et al., 2022 ). Interviews

asted for 57 minutes on average (range: 31 minutes to 1 ½ hours). 

hey were recorded and transcribed for qualitative analysis, except 

or three interviews in public settings (café or restaurant) where 

he noise level was too high for recording, and handwritten notes 

ere taken instead. The transcribed interviews were then imported 

nto NVivo 12 ( QSR International, 2018 ), a qualitative analysis soft- 

are package that facilitates the exploration, coding, and visualiza- 

ion of large quantities of unstructured data. 

All interviews used a semistructured approach, well-suited to 

xploratory projects such as this research ( Billups, 2022 ). All in- 

erviews followed a similar script, found in Appendix A : respon- 

ents were first asked to explain how they defined cyber-resilience 

nd then to recall the most severe cyber-attack they had expe- 

ienced. These questions were asked at the beginning of the in- 

erview to elicit specific and concrete recollections of disruptive 

dverse events unique to the participant’s organization and how 

hese events were managed. An indirect objective was to min- 

mize participant reliance on generic statements or highly pub- 

icized cases, responses that are often used to deflect questions 

bout a sensitive topic or one for which the organization has 

o response. The interview script then proceeded with questions 

bout the technologies and procedures (including standards) used 

o foster cyber-resilience, the role played by public-private partner- 

hips and external expertise, the organizational barriers to cyber- 

esilience, the impact of the human factor on cyber-resilience, and 

he regulatory aspects of cyber-resilience. A final open-ended ques- 

ion allowed respondents to identify any issues they thought had 

een overlooked. A benefit of semistructured interviews is that 

he sequence of questions and topics to be covered can be ad- 

usted based on opportunities identified by the interviewer to un- 

over novel information or to expand on a specific line of enquiry 

 Billups, 2022 ). 

The Thematic Analysis method was used to translate the col- 

ected data into valid meanings and insights about the cyber- 

esilience practices and experiences of cybersecurity professionals 

 Braun and Clarke, 2006 ). Thematic Analysis has become widely 

ecognized in qualitative research because of its systematic nature 

llowing the clear reporting of coding, analytical and interpreta- 

ive processes ( Miles and Huberman, 1984 ), and its flexibility to 

lend inductive and deductive approaches. The six phases of The- 

atic Analysis outlined by Braun and Clarke ( 2012 ) were followed 

horoughly. After having immersed ourselves in the data by read- 

ng all transcripts and notes at least once (1), we started the sys- 

ematic analysis by generating the initial codes (2) using NVivo12. 

he codes were a mix of descriptive and interpretative, some of 

hem corresponding to the concepts that guided our questions 

incident response, redundancy, leadership, regulation, etc.) while 

thers mirrored respondents’ own experiences and mental mod- 

ls (red-teaming, information sharing downsides, luck in incident 

esponse, etc.). The coding process uncovered new codes and sub- 

odes as it unfolded, and the recoding of earlier material proved 

ecessary ( Braun and Clarke, 2012 : 63). The complete codebook 

ontaining the main codes, subcodes, definitions and examples is 

rovided in Appendix B . Once the coding was done, themes that 

eflected patterns in the data and were connected to the research 

uestions were extracted (3). This shift from codes to themes re- 

ulted from collapsing or clustering codes into two larger units 

f meaning: tensions and practices. The theme of sensemaking 

ensions describes the uncertainties and ambiguities that interfere 

ith the adoption of a cyber-resilience mindset and is composed of 

our subthemes associated with the meaning(s) of cyber-resilience, 
5 
he turbulences of the risk landscape, the contest with other or- 

anizational rationalities, and regulatory incoherence. The theme 

f cyber-resilience practices includes five subthemes that illustrate 

ow tensions are absorbed and reduced on the ground through ac- 

ivities such as workforce development, communication, network- 

ng, preparation through playbooks and adaptation. In phase 4, the 

hemes were reviewed in relation to the entire dataset. A potential 

nformation-sharing subtheme was considered for example for the 

ractices’ theme but was instead found to duplicate the commu- 

ication and networking subthemes and abandoned as a theme to 

emain a code. Phase 5 involved defining and naming the themes, 

he outcome of this process being presented in sections 5 and 6. 

inally, phase 6 consisted of producing the report from this analy- 

is (this article), with an effort to summarize our findings through 

 simple but informative diagram illustrating the relationships be- 

ween themes and subthemes, a strategy encouraged by Miles and 

uberman (1984) . 

Although qualitative research is well-suited to uncover the 

xtreme complexity and nuances of human experiences, the 

ntertwined issues of rigor, validity and bias raise significant 

nd legitimate concerns that prevent claims of generalizability 

 Golafshani, 2003 ). In cases where purposeful sampling is used, 

or example, errors can be made by the researcher in selecting 

espondents, which can introduce low levels of reliability and a 

igher probability of bias. As Norris (1997) reminds us, “there is 

o paradigm solution to the elimination of error and bias. Differ- 

nt forms of research may be prone to different sources of error.”

owever, mitigating strategies can be adopted to reduce the like- 

ihood that such errors and bias taint qualitative research findings 

 Krefting, 1991 ; Sandelowski, 1993 ): the ones used in this research 

nclude member checking (through presentation and discussion of 

esults at professional conferences attended by respondents), tri- 

ngulation (through the use of internal documents and a sampling 

f respondents across the regulatory and service provision divides), 

nd a prolonged and varied field data collection strategy (in time 

nd space). Despite these precautions, it is impossible to general- 

ze the results presented here. Only a more experimental design 

nabling the systematic collection of pre- and post-incident data 

cross a larger sample could improve the validity of the data. Us- 

ng the Critical Incident Technique on a randomly selected group of 

rganizations would undoubtedly increase the reliability of what 

s known about their cyber-resilience practices and their impact 

 Butterfield et al., 2005 ). 

. Results 

In this section, we expose the four major sources of sense- 

aking tension that emerged from the interviews: a definitional 

ension that makes cyber-resilience still an elusive organizational 

bjective, an environmental tension deriving from the manufac- 

ured and dynamic nature of cyber-risks, an internal tension aris- 

ng from a collision with competing organizational rationalities, 

nd a regulatory tension reflecting the disparity of national reg- 

latory regimes for organizations whose activities span multiple 

urisdictions. These four sensemaking tensions reverberate across 

 plethora of decision-making processes that significantly compli- 

ate the job of cybersecurity professionals, who are usually se- 

ected for their technical expertise or business acumen but may 

e less comfortable dealing with unpredictability, uncertainty, am- 

iguity, and controversy. One respondent summed this up bluntly 

hen he stated that these tensions provide fertile ground for “nar- 

ative fallacies that justify things that are not necessary” and allow 

charlatans [to] proliferate to profit” (CISO, United Kingdom 2). In 

he second half of this section, we describe how these sensemak- 

ng tensions are embedded in strategies and practices adopted in 

he name of cyber-resilience. 
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.1. The tension of polysemy 

While academics, consultants, standard-setting bodies, and reg- 

lators offer seemingly straightforward definitions of what cyber- 

esilience ought to be, respondents expressed a lot more uncer- 

ainty and reflexivity about the meaning they assigned to the term. 

ne interviewee highlighted the direct negative impact it had on 

is ability to manage risk: 

We use different terms, people define cyber themselves, they’ll 

define resilience themselves, and so when you put cyber re- 

silience together, everyone you talk to is probably got a slightly 

different view of what that is… that’s quite common, that we 

don’t have common terms, a common lexicon, common rela- 

tionships defined for us to understand, I heard someone say 

one time that if the people who engineered aeroplanes didn’t 

have a common definition of velocity or mass, do you think it 

would ever get off the ground? Do you think anybody would 

get in one? No, but we manage operational risk that way, as an 

industry. (CRO, Canada 23) 

This confusion is heightened by the hype surrounding cyberse- 

urity, a market with such attractive growth prospects that vendors 

o not hesitate to use the most outrageous marketing language 

nd the trendiest buzzwords to pitch their products and services. 

s a result, references to cyber-resilience proliferate in the market- 

ng literature. These performative uses of cyber-resilience then find 

heir way to the desks of directors and senior management, “mak- 

ng it very easy to get distracted,” in the words of a respondent 

CRO, Canada 25). 

The sensemaking tensions generated by diverse meanings of 

yber-resilience manifest themselves across multiple dimensions. 

he first one is the relationship to risk: while for some, cyber- 

esilience still implies a ‘fortress mentality’ where robustness to 

dverse events is the ultimate goal, for others, it implies a new 

cceptance of unknowable risks and the need for organizations to 

earn to live with them through agility. Attempts to blend those 

wo approaches were mentioned, but their underlying rationales 

eemed incompatible to one of our respondents: 

These two properties are not compatible with each other. Ro- 

bust means you cannot flex it, and agile means you can. How 

can you make something flexible and not flexible at the same 

time? You can’t. Same with resilience. (CISO, UK 2) 

The second dimension covers the functions explicitly associated 

ith the cyber-resilience definition. Some respondents equated 

yber-resilience with a comprehensive set of risk management 

unctions, such as the design of safe-to-fail IT architectures, the 

revention of attacks and the development of improved detection 

nd response capacities. Others had a more restrictive approach 

hat was limited to recovery capacities. The focused meaning of 

yber-resilience reflects the heritage of established risk manage- 

ent practices such as disaster recovery (DR) and business con- 

inuity planning (BCP) and refers to a reassuring body of exper- 

ise. In contrast, the expansive meaning reflects a more integrative 

indset that requires new coordination mechanisms between in- 

erdependent functions: 

We began talking about resilience when […] people began to 

realize that the various aspects of information risk are related 

to one another, that we are part of an ecosystem and focus- 

ing on just detection doesn’t work, focusing on just protection 

doesn’t work, and focusing on just response or recovery doesn’t 

work, you have to have a capability across the spectrum and 

that capability, in total, […] gives us an ability to understand 

our ability to persist through damaging events, and that per- 

sistence capability is a measure of our overall resilience, it’s a 
6 
measure of our capability across that spectrum of you know, 

prevention, detection and response and recovery. (CRO, Canada 

23) 

The third dimension of relevance is the degree to which the 

eaning of cyber-resilience should be limited to technical consid- 

rations (resilience engineering) or should also incorporate social 

spects. While many respondents initially framed their responses 

sing technical terminology to define their understanding of cyber- 

esilience (password strength, use of encryption, extensiveness of 

ackups, etc.), the most experienced in handling cyber-attacks em- 

hasized the growing need to broaden this definition to include 

the people side of it” (CRO, Canada 26). This understanding was 

ot restricted to respondents with a social science background; 

echnically-minded professionals also embraced this approach. 

.2. The tension of turbulent cyber-risk landscapes 

A second sensemaking challenge cybersecurity professionals 

ncountered in their attempts to design and implement cyber- 

esilience practices was the complexity of cyber-risks and the dif- 

culty of making sense of them and understanding what was hap- 

ening in a dynamic environment. 

That approach [information sharing as a sensemaking activity] 

only works against things that have already happened to oth- 

ers; the new things that are coming along, the zero-day threats, 

the brand-new virus that no one has seen yet, those are the 

things you have to watch for, that information sharing will 

never address because you have nothing to share because it 

hasn’t happened yet, and every day there are new things be- 

ing invented. (CISO, Canada 22) 

The same respondent added that these sudden and destabiliz- 

ng shifts emerge from an ocean of noisy data. His organization, for 

xample, had to deal with a trillion security alerts over the previ- 

us year, and the only way to handle such large numbers of events 

as to delegate sensemaking processes to artificial intelligence (AI) 

CISO, Canada 22). 

The dynamic nature of cyber-risks can destabilize sensemaking 

rocesses at different stages of an adverse event. Respondents re- 

alled many cases where what was initially identified as a rela- 

ively minor incident quickly escalated into a much more complex 

risis that unfolded over many months. In one example, the infec- 

ion of an employee’s laptop by malicious software, which would 

sually have been dealt with remotely in a few hours, led to the 

ctivation of a crisis team when forensic analysis indicated that 

roves of emails had been compromised. This employee was the 

oint of contact with multiple industry regulators and organized 

he travel of the organization’s high-level management, so he had 

ccess to personal information such as passports, credit card num- 

ers, etc. During a crisis, discoveries such as this can and do pro- 

oke sudden bifurcations in the sensemaking process, which in 

urn can increase the probability of errors. Mindful of this pattern, 

ne organization in our study had introduced an informal deferred 

ecision-making approach to enable more thorough sensemaking 

ssessments of a situation and avoid implementing hasty measures 

hat could prove counterproductive. Even when an incident has 

een resolved technically, its negative impact (such as the mali- 

ious use of stolen credentials or personal information) can linger 

or many months and require further sensemaking in a demanding 

nd hostile environment. 

Another significant source of interference with the sensemak- 

ng process is the obfuscation of cyber-risks. The secrecy that fre- 

uently envelops the management of some incidents and the loss 

f the expertise required to secure adequately multiple stacks of 

geing legacy systems all contribute to this obfuscation. 
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If you have this big sprawling mixture of technology and 

legacy architecture and infrastructures that you’ve acquired 

over twenty-five to fifty years, depending on how long you’ve 

been in business, it can be really hard to wrap that in some- 

thing that looks resilient, because it’s a leaky boat. (Consultant, 

Canada 18) 

.3. The tension of contested organizational rationalities 

Not all sensemaking challenges can be attributed to the exter- 

al pressures of a fast-changing risk landscape. The third source 

f sensemaking tension originated from the contested rationali- 

ies (or sensemaking frames) of operational business requirements 

nd cyber-resilience. With digital technologies transforming orga- 

izations, the importance of using these new tools to optimize re- 

ources and maximize profits collides with a more cautious cyber- 

esilience approach in which innovation is delayed until proven 

afe. It also requires acknowledging that significant redundancy, di- 

ersity, and training investments are necessary, even if they may 

ot show immediate benefits. The decision to deploy diversified 

nd redundant technologies often involves a contest of rationali- 

ies: 

As a general rule, ‘simple’ is easy to interact with, but ‘simple’ 

is also potentially not as resilient as ‘diverse’ and ‘complex,’ but 

‘diverse’ and ‘complex’ are more difficult to interact with, and 

so the questions become what your business goals are, what 

are the risks you face, and whether or not those pros and cons 

make sense in your business. (CRO, Canada 23) 

To resolve this tension, cybersecurity professionals implement- 

ng cyber-resilience practices inside their organizations place a 

trong emphasis on communication. They are mindful of their 

sers’ business needs, incorporate them into their risk manage- 

ent mandate, and carefully communicate this mandate. Some- 

imes they even borrow sensemaking patterns from their business 

sers to engage them more effectively in their cyber-resilience ef- 

orts. 

When you’re a bank, you’re making credit decisions all the time 

and there is a well-established model for measuring risk, how 

much risk are we accepting from a risk appetite. We’re trying to 

bring those practices that have evolved in banks from a credit 

risk perspective to cyber-risk and operational risk and so that’s 

where we’re going in terms of trying to calculate our risk on 

what we’re doing with our systems. (CISO, Canada 22) 

The pre-eminence of a business rationality temporarily cedes 

round to a cyber-resilience rationality when a major crisis erupts. 

s many participants noted, nothing focuses the mind of CEOs 

nd board members and increases their interest in cyber-resilience 

ike a highly publicized data breach or cyberattack. They re- 

alled how these events that disrupted their organization or 

ompetitors sparked a review of existing arrangements and un- 

ocked significant investments that they had been unable to secure 

reviously. 

My CEOO, so that’s Chief Executive Operating Officer, he is ac- 

tually responsible for the entire IT domain and operations, he 

says: it has become clear to me I can be fined for not being

compliant, that can be a very high fine. And we have had that 

with [name of international financial scandal]. He said: I sur- 

vive that, that hurts a lot, that is really something that hurts 

you, well, but you survive that. He says: but now I realize that 

we can have a cyberattack that you don’t survive, that just ac- 

tually wipes you off the map. (Red Team Leader, Netherlands 
4) a

7

.4. The tension of regulatory disparities 

Finally, the fourth source of sensemaking tensions origi- 

ated from interactions with regulators, whose oversight activi- 

ies and cyber-resilience requirements varied greatly across ge- 

graphic boundaries. Many respondents worked in organizations 

ith branches in many countries (sometimes more than fifty) that 

perate under a broad range of regulatory regimes. Organizations 

ust incorporate and consolidate these variations into their sense- 

aking processes to ensure compliance across the whole regula- 

ory spectrum, introducing additional complexity. The time avail- 

ble for sensemaking can also be decreased by some regulators’ 

equirement that the nature and scale of cyberattacks or data 

reaches be rapidly disclosed to the public, even though the dy- 

amic nature of cyber-risks and the technical complexity of digi- 

al infrastructures mean that assessment of an incident’s full im- 

act may go through multiple iterations that alter how the crisis 

s understood. By forcing organizations to make their sensemaking 

rocesses transparent within a shorter timeframe, this regulatory 

trategy can lead to unexpected and detrimental outcomes. 

You know how in a lot of incidents that have gone public in 

the last number of years, you’ll get someone from the commu- 

nications department speaking, saying within two or three days 

of an incident being announced that they’ve got it contained. 

Well, the truth is, ninety percent of the time they have to come 

back in a few days or a week later and say “look, you know 

how we thought we had forty-thousand customer data records 

breached, oh shit, it’s four-hundred-thousand.” … Because the 

fog of war means that half the time, you’re wrong, but don’t go 

out and say to your regulator or the public or your constituency 

that you’ve got it fixed, right? If you do that more than a cou- 

ple of times, your trust and brand get destroyed. (CISO, Canada 

19) 

.5. How sensemaking tensions reverberate through cyber-resilience 

ractices: preparing to improvise 

A famous quote by General Dwight D. Eisenhower (1958 : 818) 

tates that “plans are worthless, but planning is everything,” high- 

ighting the value of planning as a preparedness activity over 

he plans themselves. That general approach guided many partic- 

pants, who often used the “muscle memory” analogy to convey 

he principles that informed their cyber-resilience practices. Mind- 

ul of the intrinsically unpredictable nature of cyber crises, they 

mphasized the development of general resources and practices 

hat could be quickly adjusted to deal with unexpected events and 

ould feel comfortable doing so. Respondents advocated multiple 

trategies compatible with ambiguities and tensions in the sense- 

aking process. At the core of this approach was the conviction 

hat the human factor was a primary source of cyber-resilience. 

he most experienced respondents—most of them with a techni- 

al background—often reminded us that people trump systems and 

rocedures in dealing with a severe cyberattack. 

People will save businesses in a time of crisis. If you train peo- 

ple, if you retain them, if you treat them well, you accumulate 

knowledge. And that knowledge in a time of crisis will be cru- 

cial. We did have several quite severe incidents. And again, it 

was people who were at the front end, at the edge, saving the 

business. Not technology. Technology was useless. (CISO, United 

Kingdom 2) 

Human resources : The hiring of incident-response practition- 

rs who displayed personal traits such as higher-than-average cu- 

iosity, creativity, and flexibility was frequently mentioned. This 

llowed cybersecurity teams to identify hidden patterns in large 
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mounts of information, deviate from established procedures (or 

laybooks) when novel situations emerged, and quickly impro- 

ise previously unconsidered solutions. Beyond individual features, 

articipants noted that diversity was becoming more valued in 

eams that manage cyber-crises (Threat Intelligence Team Director, 

anada 27; CISO, United Kingdom 2). Some organizations had built 

r were building multidisciplinary teams that drew on a wide ar- 

ay of backgrounds, perspectives, and expertise. 

Communication : Respondents highlighted the importance of 

ood communication as a cyber-resilience tool. Practically, effective 

ommunication is achieved through dense internal and external or- 

anizational networks that improve the speed and effectiveness of 

ommunication flows. Despite the natural tendency in many or- 

anizations to segment expertise and require secrecy when crises 

nfold—which hinders sensemaking, many respondents highlighted 

he benefits of having developed a dense web of ties through- 

ut the organization to deal with adverse events. For some, this 

eant embedding security workers inside business units to un- 

erstand their culture and technological constraints better and at- 

empting to “build fundamental security into the business pro- 

esses” (Consultant, Canada 18). Other participants establish ‘fusion 

entres’ of various security units (fraud, cyber, physical, business 

ontinuity) to consolidate sensemaking and decision-making ca- 

acities. Awareness campaigns and cybersecurity ‘ambassador pro- 

rams’ can also create internal networks that can be activated in 

imes of crisis. 

Engaging with third parties and information sharing : Exter- 

al networks play a growing role in expanding the sensemaking 

apacities of an organization in support of cyber-resilience. Orga- 

izations are embedded in a dense web of business partnerships. 

heir sensemaking and incident response processes rely on the 

bility to quickly collect information from outside the organization 

nd access ‘surge capacities’ while limiting bureaucratic or contrac- 

ual frictions. Third parties, especially those providing IT services, 

eed particular attention. In the financial sector for example, and 

rompted by regulatory requirements, organizations are dedicating 

esources to assess the cyber-resilience of third parties and moni- 

or how this impacts their own posture. A Dutch respondent pro- 

ided such an example, where a company providing DDoS protec- 

ion services to multiple vital players became a concern for the 

ocal regulator 

So companies started to use certain professional service 

providers such as XYZ. They are good, the best, so Bank 1 wants 

to do business with XYZ, Bank 2 wants to do business with XYZ, 

Bank 3 wants to do business with XYZ. Hey, we have a concen- 

tration risk. So in the financial market XYZ is, well, becoming a 

critical point. (SOC Director, Netherlands 6) 

However, as some respondents noted, these sensemaking pro- 

esses can expand exponentially to unsustainable levels: third par- 

ies have their own third parties, not consistently recognized be- 

ore an incident, and modelling these risk cascades across organi- 

ations can quickly become highly complex and unrealistic. 

The primary function of external networks remains the sharing 

f intelligence, best practices, and best thinking. One participant 

sed the medical analogy of inoculation to describe the utility of 

haring information with external partners while acknowledging 

hat this approach offered protection only against known threats. 

any respondents extolled information sharing as one of the most 

ffective strategies to stop the contagion effect that can destabilize 

ritical systems once attackers have found an industry-wide vul- 

erability. 

Networks of people who talk about what they’re experiencing, I 

think is very valuable, and in fact it’s sometimes more valuable 

than the consultants who come in and tell you stuff because—
8 
and I say this having been, given my prior history, essentially 

a consultant for a long period of time, the people who are out 

at the sharp end, sharing stories, are typically very open in the 

right setting and you learn more from that than you would do 

through a six-week consulting engagement and you’ll learn it 

faster. (CRO, Canada 25) 

The external networks that share information effectively blend 

nformal and formal structures that can extend from small peer 

roups to large industry consortiums. One respondent estimated 

hat the not-for-profit information-sharing initiatives in which his 

ank participated gave him access to threat indicators three and 

 half weeks earlier than the notifications he received from com- 

ercial feeds (CISO, Canada 31), a considerable sensemaking asset. 

o fully benefit from these external resources, trust built over time 

hrough personal relationships is needed so that people have ac- 

umulated enough social capital to “call and ask for favours when 

hey need to” (CISO, Canada 19). 

Playbooks : Response playbooks are one of the main tools used 

y cybersecurity professionals to activate sensemaking processes 

uring cyber-attacks. Playbooks enable incident response teams to 

outinely and systematically apply formal procedures when faced 

ith predictable adverse events so that they can focus their cog- 

itive resources on strategic decisions. The playbook design pro- 

ess generally starts with a comprehensive mapping of the criti- 

al functions an organization must recover in case of an extreme 

dverse event and its regulatory requirements during such events. 

apping is not limited to internal processes but must also extend 

o third parties, complicating matters when the latter are reluctant 

o share sensitive information (Business Continuity Unit Director, 

nited States 1). The outcomes of these mappings are then com- 

ined with intelligence about the threat landscape to design sce- 

arios of possible adverse events and create predefined response 

rocedures. 

The financial institution for which one of our participants 

orked maintained sixteen playbooks reviewed every quarter to 

ssess whether new scenarios based on emerging modes of attacks 

ere needed (CISO, Canada 22). Playbooks take time to develop 

ecause of the diversity of rationalities and resources they must 

ncorporate into a single document. One participant explained that 

reating a playbook involved several rounds of consultation and 

esting over almost a year to ensure that it captured the differ- 

nt perspectives, capacities, and methodologies of all the teams it 

as supposed to coordinate (Security Advisor, Canada 4). Several 

espondents warned against an over-reliance on playbooks, which 

annot possibly anticipate all the surprises encountered in real- 

ife incidents or resolve all the sensemaking tensions described 

bove. They highlighted that a cyber-resilient organization needs 

o be prepared to deviate from a playbook—sometimes radically—

o adapt its response to unexpected conditions (Threat Intelligence 

eam Director, Canada 1; CISO, Canada 32). 

Adaptation : The ultimate goal of resilience is not merely sur- 

ival until the next crisis but adaptation to reach a new state of 

quilibrium. In that context, respondents reflected on what fos- 

ered or hindered the catalysis of new sensemaking frameworks. 

he first form of adaptation is voluntary and reflects the learn- 

ng that takes place after a significant unexpected incident or af- 

er a poorly handled routine incident. Highly publicized incidents 

uch as the wave of Distributed Denial of Service Attacks against 

merican banks in 2012, the Equifax breach in 2017, the Capi- 

al One hack in 2019, or the SolarWinds and Microsoft Exchange 

upply chain attacks in 2020 and 2021 sent shockwaves through 

he global financial industry, highlighting the fragility of existing 

ssumptions and leading to significant changes (Security Advisor, 

anada 5; Security Advisor, Canada 16; Incident Response Team 

irector, Canada 17; CISO, United Kingdom 1; Business Continuity 
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nit Director, United States 2). Many more minor incidents never 

rought to the attention of the press, and simulations that enact 

uture-oriented scenarios also reveal the inadequacy of existing se- 

urity measures and response procedures. The lessons learned dur- 

ng these events by those involved in their mitigation are usually 

aptured in post-incident reviews. 

These review documents summarize the causes of the incident, 

ts impacts on the organization and its customers, how it was re- 

olved, what lessons were learned, and what adaptations were re- 

uired. But it is difficult to assess how these insights are incorpo- 

ated into cyber-resilience practices. A respondent regretted that 

here was no technology available to tap into the accumulated 

rganizational memory that these reports contained, including a 

rack record of the good and bad decisions that had been made 

nd their outcomes (Security Advisor, Canada 3). To ensure that 

ll the data needed to update established sensemaking frames are 

ollected, especially the most sensitive and embarrassing, a few re- 

pondents insisted on the need to create a safe environment for 

he employees at the origin of an incident. This “no-fault learning”

pproach was reiterated publicly in one of the incidents described 

bove. 

[name withheld], who is the Senior VP, even recorded a video 

to say that it is ok to make mistakes. We can make mistakes. 

What’s not right is to keep making the same mistakes over and 

over again without correcting yourself, without thinking: Yes, 

I made a mistake, but what can I do to avoid it? And also, to

realize, if I made a mistake in one system, in one way, can that 

mistake be reproduced elsewhere? So learn from our mistakes. 

(Business Continuity Unit Director, Canada 2) 

Industry standards also perform an adaptive function. Standards 

radually incorporate lessons learned from past incidents and help 

ropagate best practices, raising the bar for everyone. But some 

espondents expressed doubts about the false sense of resilience 

hat standards might introduce. Because of their complexity (often 

nvolving hundreds of criteria or controls), it is almost impossible 

or an organization to be fully compliant (CISO, Canada 19), and 

xtremely difficult to embed standards into easily-communicable 

ensemaking frames. Standards are also very rigid by necessity and 

ay, therefore, not be ideally suited to help deal with the un- 

nown (Security Advisor, Canada 3). 

The third form of adaptation stems from the regulatory ac- 

ivity to which organizations are subjected. Respondents identi- 

ed “a trend towards more regulation and more specific regula- 

ion” (CRO, Canada 23), with certain jurisdictions becoming much 

ore directive about cyber-resilience. Although most participants 

referred principle-based regulatory requirements out of concern 

hat an excessively detailed and prescriptive approach would erode 

heir flexibility, others explained how detailed regulations that 

andated specific measures could accelerate collective adaptation. 

ven when organizations understand the value of technologies or 

rocesses that can enhance cyber-resilience, the costs associated 

ith their deployment and the fear of being the only one to adopt 

hem and losing customers to competitors that support customer 

xperience rather than resilience act as powerful deterrents. Pre- 

criptive regulations that force whole industries to adopt the same 

ensemaking framework simultaneously can overcome this com- 

etitive barrier and lead to support for investments that would 

ave been much more difficult to justify otherwise. Unsurprisingly, 

his more intrusive regulatory approach remains a sensitive issue. 

he importance of avoiding ‘sensemaking capture’ by lobbyists and 

endors that try to embed their products into norms is a concern 

Regulator, France 1), as is the tendency for certain regulators to 

rovide vague guidance that leads to interpretative uncertainty and 

ccentuate sensemaking tensions instead of appeasing them (Busi- 

ess Continuity Unit Director, United States 1; CISO, Canada 28). 
9 
. Discussion 

.1. The four foundational tensions of cyber-resilience 

Our research identified four central ambiguities and uncertain- 

ies that inhibit the sensemaking processes of cybersecurity pro- 

essionals and frame their ability to become resilient to stresses 

nd shocks. The polysemy tension is possibly the original sense- 

aking tension about a concept that can mean many things to 

any people and therefore be perceived as devoid of practical 

se. While this problem has been recorded in many other con- 

exts where resilience is advocated ( Davidson et al., 2016 ), this is, 

o our knowledge, the first time this challenge has been empiri- 

ally documented in the field of cybersecurity. It is clear that many 

ybersecurity professionals feel cyber-resilience remains a fuzzy 

oncept that is hard to distinguish from well-established cyberse- 

urity approaches and that this confusion is interfering with the 

mergence of new sensemaking processes. The problem of defin- 

ng what cyber-resilience is and what practical measures are asso- 

iated with this definition is not only a theoretical puzzle to solve. 

t also has practical implications, for example, when the technical 

nd social dimensions of cyber-resilience are considered. A defini- 

ion of cyber-resilience that is more inclusive than a pure engineer- 

ng perspective and incorporates social and organizational features 

mplies a more sustained dialogue with practitioners outside of the 

ybersecurity realm, such as lawyers, psychologists, and manage- 

ent experts, and an effort to disseminate sensemaking frames 

o a broader group of professionals in a format that is compatible 

ith their own sensemaking habits. 

The professionals we interviewed were also challenged by the 

urbulences that characterize the cyber-risk landscape in which 

heir organization operates, which was another source of disrup- 

ion to their sensemaking processes. With well-known risks such 

s natural disasters, established framings that make sense of events 

nd identify response pathways can be quickly and easily deployed. 

ith cyber-risks, where ‘newness’ abounds, frames need to be de- 

eloped “on the fly” in a context of high uncertainty. Sensemaking 

rocesses are more challenging to implement because of the dy- 

amic nature of cyber-risks, which are ‘manufactured’ by adver- 

aries and for which there is often “very little previous experi- 

nce” ( Giddens, 1999 : 4). Adversaries constantly innovate, devel- 

ping attack strategies and tools that have never been encoun- 

ered before and for which there are no known defences ( Bilge and 

umitras, 2012 ; Ablon and Bogart, 2017 ). These so-called zero- 

ay attacks introduce high levels of uncertainty that information- 

haring arrangements between organizations, a form of distributed 

ensemaking, cannot alleviate. It has been demonstrated that AI 

echnologies can prove helpful in helping cybersecurity profession- 

ls cut through the endless noise of incidents, alerts and risks 

o which their detection systems expose them, enabling them to 

andle more incidents more efficiently and to address weak sig- 

als before they transform into full-fledged crises ( Bridges et al., 

023 ; Zoppi et al., 2023 ). But although AI is exceptionally effec- 

ive at detecting unusual patterns in digital haystacks of data, it 

erforms best after being trained extensively with accurately la- 

elled data, which is resource-intensive and time-consuming. In 

ther words, AI is best suited when operating in stable and famil- 

ar environments and becomes fragile when confronted with con- 

tantly adapting thinking adversaries ( Heaven, 2019 ). 

Once cyber-risks have materialized into actual incidents, they 

ften prove difficult to contain, generating risk cascades ( van Eeten 

t al., 2011 ) that increase their dynamic properties and amplify a 

risis. The move to cloud infrastructures provided by third parties 

xemplifies this challenge. The concentration of the cloud industry 

round three dominant providers (Amazon, Google, and Microsoft), 

hich are not regulated by the same organizations as their cus- 
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omers (except in the UK, where the financial regulator was 

ranted new oversight powers over cloud services in June 2022), 

ntroduces new forms of uncertainty in case of failure. US insurers 

 AIR, 2018 ) and legislators ( Schroeder, 2019 ) have expressed con- 

ern. Almost a quarter of participants in our study mentioned that 

his shift to the cloud complicated their risk-management prac- 

ices and even “made them blind” (Security Advisor, Canada 16). 

he existence of ‘Shadow IT’ systems ( Hagenaars, 2019 ), often hid- 

en from cybersecurity professionals, is another source of turbu- 

ence that can destabilize sensemaking processes. These distinctive 

yber-risk features can degrade sensemaking quality by making the 

everity of incidents harder to assess, their ramifications for the or- 

anization and its external partners harder to understand, and the 

evel of response required harder to calibrate. 

The tension of contested organizational rationalities captures 

he resistance that cyber-resilience practitioners encounter within 

heir organizations, from revenue-generating colleagues who see 

ny cost to prepare for a hypothetical risk as a waste of resources 

hat could be allocated more productively. If cybersecurity profes- 

ionals are familiar with this posture and are encouraged to adopt 

udgeting tools that focus as much on processes as on outcomes 

 Moore et al., 2015 ), the challenge of demonstrating return on in- 

estment (ROI) for cyber-resilience measures that attempt to ad- 

ress the unknown is significantly more demanding. In our sam- 

le, respondents tried to overcome this tension by using various 

ommunication strategies to persuade their C-suite counterparts 

hat investing in redundancy, diversity, and surge capacities can 

elp the organization avoid some public embarrassment. They can 

ely on a constant stream of very public cybersecurity debacles to 

upport their argument. More recently, Linkov et al. (2023) have 

roposed a novel approach to counter the dominant narrative of 

he structural inefficiency of cyber-resilience, introducing a distinc- 

ion between short-term and long-term efficiency. By expanding 

he timeline over which efficiency is measured, they flip the ar- 

ument of necessary trade-offs between efficiency and resilience 

o suggest that resilience might hamper short-term efficiency 

ut strengthen long-term efficiency through limited degradation 

nd speedier recovery of systems. Although challenges persist 

n how best to optimize long-term efficiency through resilience, 

his approach can potentially reconcile competing organizational 

ationalities. 

The fourth and final tension reflects how regulatory disparities 

etween jurisdictions might undermine the coherence of cyber- 

esilience practices for organizations that operate internationally. 

ome countries have adopted a principles-based approach to the 

egulation of cyber-risks, while others, such as the UK, Denmark or 

he Netherlands, have been more prescriptive and have developed 

roactive testing strategies (CBEST in the UK and TIBER in Den- 

ark and the Netherlands) in which external ‘red teams’ mimic the 

ypes of attacks carried out by sophisticated actors ( Hielkema and 

leijmeer, 2019 ). Jurisdictions such as Australia, Hong Kong or Sin- 

apore are explicitly adding cyber-resilience as one of the out- 

omes mandated by regulatory authorities, while others are ad- 

ering to more familiar cybersecurity frameworks. These variations 

ndicate an encouraging capacity for innovation and adaptation but 

lso force regulated entities operating across multiple jurisdictions 

o track an extensive array of regulatory regimes and tweak their 

yber-resilience measures accordingly. This results in the artifi- 

ial fragmentation of cyber-resilience practices, where consolida- 

ion would be a more desirable outcome. The European Union has 

cknowledged this tension and introduced in late 2022 the Digi- 

al Operational Resilience Act (DORA), which will come into effect 

n January 2025 (European Council, 2022 ). This set of uniform re- 

uirements seeks to harmonize the cyber-resilience capacities of 

nancial institutions and their critical third parties (such as cloud 

roviders) across 27 countries ( Clausmeier, 2022 ). How well this 
10 
pproach can scale globally and across sectors remains an open 

uestion. 

.2. Cyber-resilience in practice 

The four sensemaking tensions outlined in our data (polysemic 

eaning, turbulent risk landscape, contested organizational ratio- 

alities and disparate regulatory requirements) reverberate across 

ve types of activities triggered by organizations’ exposure to 

yber-risks. Diagram 1 represents how sensemaking tensions in- 

ricately shape cyber-resilience practices, which in turn attempt to 

ase these tensions to improve the quality and reduce the uncer- 

ainty of decision-making. 

We found that the processes and technologies needed to en- 

ance cyber-resilience apply to socio-technical systems defined by 

he entanglement of humans and machines. It implies that to de- 

iver cyber-resilience, one must engineer robust systems but also 

romote social practices and support human choices that let peo- 

le adapt systems to unpredictable attacks ( Dunn Cavelty et al., 

023 ). This means that cyber-resilience programs within organi- 

ations must pay particular attention to the selection, training, 

nd retention of cyber-resilience practitioners. Without being reck- 

ess, these practitioners need to be comfortable with imperfect 

ecision-making environments and are not prone to the “startle ef- 

ect” that can lead to delay, panic, and even paralysis ( Staal, 2004 ). 

hey need to be good communicators who know how to trans- 

ate technical approaches so they can be understood by all in the 

rganization and can explain the reasons behind inconvenient or 

rastic measures, especially when they have never been taken be- 

ore. They are also good listeners who can integrate multiple—and 

ometimes contradictory—perspectives into their decisions. These 

esults corroborate the findings of Chen et al. (2014) , who con- 

ucted individual and team task analyses with three computer se- 

urity incident response teams. 

Collectively, cyber-resilience units need to be assembled with 

iversity in mind to ensure that their decisions do not overlook 

eak signals or discard unorthodox approaches because of group- 

hink ( Janis, 1972 ). Their diversity should, in turn, be leveraged to 

nhance their networking capacities, helping them activate bridg- 

ng capital and weak ties within and outside the organization 

 Granovetter, 1973 ). The curation and maintenance of such network 

ies act as a resource multiplier that can deliver surge capacity in 

dverse situations. Under this approach, Netflix has for example 

aunched a Reservist Program in which auxiliary crisis managers 

re trained across the organization to distribute and scale sense- 

aking and response expertise ( Joshi, 2020 ). 

To a certain extent, the contours of effective cyber-resilience 

rofessionals drawn by our respondents have a lot in common 

ith jazz musicians who create musical pieces from minimal 

tructures in turbulent task environments where they must bal- 

nce their individual skills and group coordination ( Bastien and 

ostager, 1988 ). They constantly update their sensemaking to in- 

orporate their reading of the room and its atmosphere, the de- 

isions made by other musicians in their ensemble and the en- 

emble leader, their knowledge of the main jazz forms and con- 

entions, as well as their own inspiration to collectively impro- 

ise unique performances that feel very polished. This approach 

ests on a fluid practice of sensemaking that can accommodate 

rrors and internal controversies (providing they remain construc- 

ive), in contrast with philharmonic orchestras, whose performance 

s dictated by strict adherence to the musical score of a composer 

 Kamoche and Pina e Cunha, 2001 ). The analogy seems fitting since 

he playbooks that are developed to guide cybersecurity teams 

hrough incidents can sometimes be as detailed and rigid as mu- 

ical scores, with their “linear style checklist of required steps and 

ctions required to successfully respond to specific incident types 
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Diagram 1. The cyber-resilience cycle. 
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nd threats” ( van der Kleij et al., 2022 ). As our respondents indi- 

ated, playbooks are valuable assets that can provide a false sense 

f security in extreme circumstances and paralyze the sensemaking 

rocess to exclude unusual but effective decisions. Playbooks be- 

ome traps when teams face unexpected or unknown attack con- 

gurations and cling to obsolete and counterproductive procedures 

nstead of improvising an adequate response. 

.3. Limitations 

The analysis of the empirical data reflects the fact that all in- 

erviewees did not share the definition of cyber-resilience that we 

ad, which was derived from the burgeoning scientific literature. 

ence, there are significant distinctions between the theory and 

ractice definitions that we did not anticipate but have important 

mplications for future research. Researchers should be aware of 

his gap when they collect data, making sure that they find ways to 

larify how practitioners make sense of cyber-resilience when they 

nswer surveys or questionnaires, to avoid misinterpreting their 

esponses. Their theoretical models should be able to account for 

he diversity of cyber-resilience approaches and framings and avoid 

eeking a unique explanation of how cyber-resilience is delivered. 

Although we initially expected to identify different ways in 

hich cyber-resilience sensemaking took place across countries, 

he size of our sample was insufficient to make this comparison 

ossible. Even within the same jurisdiction or market (Canada, 

or example), it became clear that it was impossible to iden- 

ify a standardized sensemaking template around cyber-resilience. 

yber-resilience appears to be highly contextual, and the sense- 

aking processes surrounding it depend on various unique factors, 

uch as the history, size, business culture, international footprint, 

T priorities, regulatory environment, and leadership style of each 

rganization. Future research should seek to capture this informa- 

ion at a much higher level of granularity than we were able to, to 

nderstand better how these sources of variation impact levels of 

yber-resilience. 

Finally, our interviews relied on respondents’ capacity to re- 

all accurately their organizations’ responses to the most disruptive 

yber-shocks they had experienced. In that respect, we could not 

ontrol for a set of individual and collective cognitive biases that 

an interfere with sensemaking and cyber-resilience. Heuristics 

hat seem particularly relevant in this context include the my- 

pia bias (the tendency to focus on present benefits rather than 

uture harms), the amnesia bias (the tendency to quickly forget 
11
he lessons of past disasters), the optimism bias (the tendency 

o minimize the impact an adverse event can have on us even 

hile acknowledging it will affect others), the inertia bias (the ten- 

ency to remain passive when confronted with high levels of un- 

ertainty), the simplification bias (the tendency to consider only 

onvenient factors when faced with complex risks), the herding 

ias (the tendency to align with the actions of others rather than 

ely on a more specific analysis of the situation), the familiar- 

ty bias (the tendency to rely on past actions as guides for be- 

aviour), the consistency bias (the tendency to maintain an ap- 

roach once an initial decision is made), the expert halo bias (the 

endency to assess leaders’ skills based on an overall positive im- 

ression rather than specific information), and the social facili- 

ation bias (the tendency to take more risks when other people 

re involved) ( McCammon, 2004 ; Meyer and Kunreuther, 2017 ). 

hese biases likely influenced the data we collected, leading re- 

pondents to underestimate the negative impact of disruptions and 

verestimate organizational cyber-resilience skills and capacities. 

uture research on cyber-resilience should therefore try to investi- 

ate how significant these biases are in the sensemaking processes 

f cybersecurity professionals and design methodologies that limit 

heir impact. 

.4. Practical implications 

We see four practical implications deriving from this research. 

he first one is that a cyber-resilience program that aims to be ef- 

ective should not only rest on technologies and procedures that 

nhance an organization’s ability to absorb, withstand, respond to, 

nd recover from a cyber shock. It should also assess the organi- 

ation’s exposure to the four tensions exposed here and strive to 

ase them through strategies that foster the emergence of an in- 

ernal shared meaning for cyber-resilience, the provision of tools 

nd methodologies to managers that enable them to forecast and 

avigate risk turbulences more confidently, the creation of an in- 

ernal consensus to align various organizational rationalities, and 

he optimization of responses to regulatory obligations. 

At the individual level, hiring and training strategies that value 

nd develop the specific analytical, decision-making and commu- 

ication skills supporting cyber-resilience practices should also be 

esigned and implemented more systematically. Obviously, tech- 

ical skills should still play a central role when making HR deci- 

ions. Still, cybersecurity teams should also consider how to bal- 

nce them with the cognitive and social abilities that seem pivotal 
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n resolving adverse events. Diversity in teams can also become 

 tool for cyber-resilience, as was mentioned by several respon- 

ents, not to conform to the current trend toward more equitable, 

iverse, and inclusive organizations but because it reduces group- 

hink and expands the range of available operational options. 

The third practical implication is that organizations will need 

ccess to more integrated cyber-resilience knowledge to design 

nd implement measures that embrace the technical and social 

spects described in this research. Cyber-resilience knowledge is 

ultidisciplinary by nature ( Linkov and Kott, 2019 ; Dunn Cavelty 

t al., 2023 ), and various disciplines are needed to support orga- 

izations in their journey. These disciplines must overcome their 

urrent fragmentation to start a more productive dialogue on 

yber-resilience. Even within cybersecurity, more linkages are re- 

uired between research areas that are frequently considered sep- 

rately to fit with a reductionist scientific model but whose in- 

erdependencies can positively contribute to cyber-resilience. Re- 

earch topics such as risk modelling, information sharing, situation 

wareness, incident response, business continuity, education, train- 

ng and awareness, cyber-hygiene, and organizational learning, to 

ame a few, form a web of knowledge and expertise from which 

yber-resilience can emerge, providing they are considered as dis- 

rete parts of a larger whole. 

Finally, regulations and standards can become powerful gov- 

rnance tools to broaden and accelerate the adoption of cyber- 

esilience practices and overcome the barriers that market forces 

mpose on cyber-resilience. Standards are sometimes defined as 

 “recipe for reality,” they have become ubiquitous in a com- 

lex world where technical and organizational infrastructures 

ust be coordinated globally. They facilitate interactions be- 

ween businesses by making explicit “the rules that others fol- 

ow” ( Busch, 2011 : 28). Government regulations are more con- 

training and contain elements of coerciveness and control that 

oluntary standards lack. Our research suggests an increased in- 

erest in translating cyber-resilience practices into formal stan- 

ards and compulsory regulations, particularly in the financial sec- 

or and other critical infrastructures ( Maurer and Nelson, 2020 ). 

owever, there is a risk that the uncoordinated proliferation of 

uch tools could become counterproductive by fuelling sensemak- 

ng tensions instead of clarifying expectations. Policymakers, leg- 

slators, standard-setting bodies and industry associations should 

ork collaboratively to ensure that emerging cyber-resilience stan- 

ards and regulations reduce sensemaking tensions. 

. Conclusions 

This article provides a detailed overview of the current sense- 

aking tensions that cyber-resilience practices generate for the 

ybersecurity professionals who attempt to implement them. By 

haring some of their insights, these professionals have outlined 

he tensions inherent in implementing cyber-resilience practices, 

ften shrouded in trendy buzzwords and shallow normative agen- 

as. Our particular focus has been to describe in concrete terms 

ow cyber-resilience is embedded in a complex web of interac- 

ions that links technical systems, organizational processes, and 

uman behaviors and is constrained by four central tensions 

n framing processes that lead to the prioritization of particular 

hoices by making some actions thinkable and others inconceiv- 

ble ( Smith, 1987 ; Simpson et al., 2019 ). These sensemaking ten- 

ions are caused by the polysemic meaning of cyber-resilience, 

he turbulences of the cyber-risk landscape, the contested ratio- 

alities of business performance and innovation that hinder cyber- 

esilience practices, and the regulatory disparities that face organi- 

ations trying to deploy cyber-resilience programs across jurisdic- 

ions. To overcome these tensions, cybersecurity professionals also 

ely on a set of resilience metaphors that help them live through 
12 
he messiness of risks that can never be wholly predicted or pre- 

ented. In that respect, cyber-resilience is a complex sensemak- 

ng activity whose enactment enables the maintenance of critical 

ows. 

Organizations and cybersecurity professionals partly resolve 

hese tensions through five sets of practices that enhance their ca- 

acities to withstand and recover from cyber shocks: the selection, 

raining and retention of individual operators who display and ac- 

uire crisis management and handling skills, a focus on commu- 

ication strategies to align organizational rationalities, the buildup 

nd maintenance of internal and external networks to quickly ac- 

ess and mobilize surge capacity, the design and rehearsal of play- 

ooks to exercise organizational muscle memory, and the develop- 

ent of adaptation strategies to learn from past experiences and 

ormalize the insights gained. Beyond lessons for individual orga- 

izations aiming to enhance their cyber-resilience, this research 

lso identified some theoretical implications, calling for a more 

nterdisciplinary approach. Its main policy implication for regula- 

ory and standards-setting organizations is to ensure they promote 

lear expectations and coordinate their actions to increase coher- 

nce and robustness instead of fuelling sensemaking tensions that 

nterfere with cyber-resilience. 
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ppendix A. Interview Script 

1. Can you tell me more about your role and your responsibilities 

at your current organization? 

2. How do you define resilience and how has your understanding 

of the concept/practice evolved since you first began working 

in the field of cybersecurity/information security? 

3. Can you describe what you believe has been the most severe 

cyberattack or hack you’ve experienced? 

4. What were the short and long-term impacts on your opera- 

tions? 

5. How have you responded to it? 

6. How have you kept the organization operating during the cri- 

sis? 
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

A

7. Can you provide examples of conflicts, struggles, clashes of in- 

terests and sensitivities (internally or externally to the organi- 

zation), hindering mitigation effort s and preventing the imple- 

mentation of more resilient technologies/policies/practices? 

8. Do public-private partnerships (in the information-sharing 

space, for example) that are systematically advocated as a way 

to improve the state of cybersecurity actually improve the re- 

silience of your organization? How does it contribute to or 

erode your cyber-resilience? 

9. What kind of technology decisions and practices enhance your 

organization’s cyber-resilience? Do you purchase for example 

overlapping security technologies to increase redundancy and 

diversity? 

0. What is the role of external security service providers in achiev- 

ing resilience objectives? Do they hinder or facilitate resilience? 

1. Can legislation and regulation play a positive role in fostering 

cyber-resilience? 

2. Does your cybersecurity workforce contribute to your organiza- 

tion’s cyber-resilience, or on the contrary proves to be a liabil- 
Code: parent Code: child Definition Exa

Role Describes the current role of the 

respondent. 

An

fina

the

all 

the

Experience General Describes the professional experience 

of the respondent. 

So 

car

20 

ins

Coo

Experience Law 

enforcement & 

intelligence 

Describes previous experience in law 

enforcement and intelligence. 

I w

lea

Dir

Definition Describes the definition that 

respondents assign to the term 

‘cyber-resilience’ and the nuances 

they include in this definition. 

We

res

tec

the

lon

bot

find

and

Cybersecurity 

organization 

Describes the organizational 

arrangements that support 

cyber-resilience roles and measures. 

We

Sec

ens

in

tha

att

clo

goi

Technology Discusses how technology decisions 

are impacting cyber-resilience. 

Usi

the

out

of 

and

mo

Incentives Describes incentives driving 

organizations to improve their 

cyber-resilience. 

But

let’

not

the

ver

com

fac

clo

Challenges Contested 

rationalities 

Describes conflicts and tensions 

between resilience practices and other 

organizational operational or 

functional priorities. 

Ma

I lo

[Th

Challenges Limited 

resources 

Discusses the reluctance to spend on 

resilience in the face of other 

investment priorities. 

Mon

it, it

inve

[CIS

13 
ity in that domain (because of a lack of skills—quantitative or 

qualitative—for example)? What kind of stress did it experience 

as the result of a shock? Did it lead to departures or a decrease 

in morale? 

3. What are the personal features of people who thrive in crisis 

situations and contribute the most to building resilience within 

an organization? What personal traits have helped you most 

work toward the resilience of your organization? 

4. How do you train for resilience? (readiness, simulations, exer- 

cises, reviews of existing arrangements and emerging threats) 

5. What is the hardest thing that prevents an organization from 

becoming cyber-resilient? (what makes cyber-resilience hard to 

achieve for your organization?) 

6. Is there a question you think I should have asked you but did 

not? 

ppendix B. Codebook 
mple 

d then I became Security Lead for the entire IT domain within [name of 

ncial institution]. For your image, that’s just under 9,000 people. So I took 

 responsibility there to figure out about all departments and units, to bring 

security disciplines together and to ensure that we spoke with one voice 

re. [Red Team Leader, Netherlands 4] 

I’m a chartered accountant or a CPA by background, by essentially for my 

eer, I’ve been either in internal audit or risk management, so I’ve been about 

years, or maybe a little more than 20 year now, doing that, so I work with 

urance organizations, my first seven years I was with Price Waterhouse 

pers and then after than with a financial institution. [CRO, Canada 26] 

orked in investigation for many years before that… I was one of the project 

ders for setting up the electronic crimes task force. [Threat Intelligence Team 

ector, Netherlands 5] 

 do not explicitly differentiate between operational resilience and cyber 

ilience. “Operational resilience” is defined as the implementation of 

hniques to absorb the shock of an event in order to minimize the impact to 

 firm, its customers, and the sector during an incident. Cyber security has 

g been a critical aspect of resiliency effort s, and the continuing evolution of 

h our cyber security and business continuity and disaster recovery (BC/DR) 

s them increasingly integrated and complementary in the current technology 

 threat environment. [Business Continuity Unit Director, United States 2] 

have a group, it is called IT-Continuity Services, ITCSS, Continuity and 

urity Services, that is the group where we…, which we call the bridge. So it 

ures that the internal systems continue to run. So let’s say the control room, 

the classic form, that ensures that all infrastructure is in place. Attached to 

t is a small team that does network security, and there is another team 

ached, which is our cyber defense center, the CBC. They are also physically 

se to each other, so that when the control room signals that what is not 

ng well, they also have those two teams nearby. [CISO, Netherlands 1] 

ng good fundamental security architecture and good security practices and 

 hygiene as your base within the company, you can become resilient to the 

comes of a breach and you do that by compartmentalizing the functionality 

business functions within the organization by compartmentalizing systems 

 how they’re interfaced and interact with each other. A lot of companies have 

ved towards micro-services, container-type architectures. [CISO, Canada 28] 

 now we also have an extensive intel team on board, so our own people who, 

s say, live on the dark web, who therefore hear things that you normally do 

 hear and that you are not allowed to tell anyone. And I don’t know how 

y got it, but they say: don’t ask. But we are able to feed management with 

y up-to-date information about incidents that occur at colleagues, 

petitors, that do not go public but that do take place. So that’s the scary 

tor. So we are quite able to tell what is really going on. And we see it getting 

ser. [SOC Director, Netherlands 6] 

ybe there are others who could say "When I want to invest in resilience, well 

se money." Because there is no return on investment, it’s hard to quantify. 

reat Intelligence Team Director, Canada 1] 

ey, so yes I understand the need to become cyber resilient but I can’t afford 

’s too much, I can’t afford to invest in that, sorry the bank can’t afford to 

st in that new technology that you think is going to make us more resilient. 

O, Canada 22] 

( continued on next page ) 
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Code: parent Code: child Definition Example 

Challenges Sense-making Describes how people make sense of 

and interpret risk and how they use 

these processes to manage risks 

through technical or organizational 

controls. 

How do we try to understand what resilience is? A lot of people say, resilience, 

we need to build a robust, agile system. So, I started to think about it. What is 

this robust, agile system? And then I figured out, that these two properties are 

not compatible with each other. Robust means you cannot flex it, and agile 

means you can. How can you make something flexible and not flexible at the 

same time? You can’t. It has to be a tradeoff. [CISO, United Kingdom 2] 

Incident 

response 

Autonomy & 

Creativity 

Describes some features of people 

involved in incident response: how 

much freedom they have to innovate 

and take responsibility and how they 

are able to think outside the box. 

You need people that are comfortable with making decisions based on what we 

know and if we have to backtrack and do something else like that, not feeling 

ashamed or bad about that. [CISO, Canada 19] 

Incident 

response 

Dynamic Discusses the velocity of responses 

and the dynamic nature of incidents. 

Look at the intelligence sources we use; we have consciously said that we have 

a kind of agile sources management process in which we continuously assess 

whether what they deliver adds value to our intelligence requirements. [Threat 

Intelligence Team Director, Netherlands 5] 

Incident 

response 

Flexibility Discusses the need for teams 

responding to incidents to remain 

very flexible, which sometimes 

implies deviating from established 

procedures. 

You are an outside point of view, you tell them how to change their 

methodology, that the approach they have been taking for 20 years is the wrong 

approach. So right there, obviously we’re trying to bring it in a more different 

way, but that alone is enough to create conflict. Basically, we tell them: "your 

practices that you have been doing since the 90s, they have evolved, they have 

changed, we have learned to be a little more agile. [Consultant, Canada 11] 

Incident 

response 

Luck Discusses the element of luck in the 

incident response process that enables 

an organization to keep operating 

despite very adverse conditions. 

The company I’m thinking of just got very fortunate that they could continue to 

work with their customers on the predetermined schedules that they had for a 

period of three-and-a-half weeks before they were able to resume backend 

functionality. [Consultant, Canada 18] 

Incident 

response 

Surprise Describes the sources of surprise that 

an unexpected attack might entail and 

the impact on speed and ability to 

make decisions (the startle effect). 

People find it difficult to envisage a scenario where we lose all the IT. [Business 

Continuity Unit Director, United States 1] 

Incident 

response 

Botched Describes examples of failed incident 

responses or incident response 

decisions that produced unintended 

short-term or long-term 

consequences. 

I’ve seen people who just blind panic. I’ve seen a lot of careers end during and 

after breaches. I have seen people walk away from companies after being there 

for twenty-plus years and they’re major shareholders, but the incident shocked 

them so bad that they just felt that they had underperformed or failed during 

the incident and they walk away from the company. [Consultant, Canada 18] 

Incident 

response 

Distrust Reflects the lack of trust in 

established systems, procedures and 

colleagues during an incident, because 

they could compromise the response. 

Only my little group knows about it. There are things that even my managers 

don’t know about… because I can trust them, except if they talk to someone 

else, I don’t trust anyone… and then it ends up coming back to my contact and 

things get out of hand. So it’s really not to lose that trust… so “Shut the fuck 

up.” [CSIRT Director, Canada 15] 

Leadership Describes features of effective 

resilience leadership. 

Leadership and communication are key. It’s respect too, because when you 

become tired sometimes, it’s not always easy. Then also to understand that 

when you are in operation it is not necessarily always “please, thank you, would 

you try to.” Often it is more directive. [Security Advisor, Canada 6] 

Human 

resources 

Describes human resource practices 

(hiring, training, retention) tied to 

cyber-resilience programs and 

activities. 

At the same time, to go and find people who are on the market, it is possible, 

who already have some experience. And there, I will also look at students. For 

me it is important. [name of a competitor] did it a few years ago and it pays off

today. They did activities to attract them. So we too have to start doing that. 

[Security Advisor, Canada 16] 

External 

expertise 

Discusses conditions under which 

external expertise from consultants 

and service providers is brought in, as 

well as the pros and cons of such 

solutions. 

As the time passed by we then switched at some point and we outsourced a 

number of those services. So we have an American party that offers us the 

scrubbing service but in a situation where we have that on demand. So there is 

an incident, we see the malfunction, at a certain point it is decided that we 

need additional scrubbing. Such a process takes about fifteen minutes during 

which we then switched all our data traffic to that scrubbing service and only 

received filtered traffic there. [Security Advisor, Netherlands 2] 

Stress 

management 

Decision-making and behaviors under 

stressful conditions. 

Yeah, you have to be looking at that right, stress is a key factor in cyber security 

at the moment right, like it’s busy, you’re dealing with scary things right…

incident response team has gone to looking at bigger things, incidents are bigger 

nowadays than they used to be. [CISO, Canada 24] 

Communications 

Describes communication practices 

regarding cybersecurity and 

cyber-resilience within the 

organization. 

You have another one, where people want obviously to be updated and know 

what’s happening, because they’re engaged, and they want effective 

communication, but that also slows the team down. [CISO, United Kingdom 1] 

Information 

sharing 

positive Discusses the positive impacts of 

information-sharing practices. 

In another situation it was before an attack, where six weeks before, again a 

public authority contacted some banks and shared information about an 

upcoming attack based on weaknesses they had identified on some payment 

systems. At the time it was in Malaysia. So again, the banks prepared, they 

protected themselves and when they did that in advance, it worked well. 

[Consultant, Canada 7] 

( continued on next page ) 
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Code: parent Code: child Definition Example 

Information 

sharing 

negative Discusses the downsides and 

limitations of information-sharing 

practices. 

You just kind of have to hope that you’re not the first one because the first one 

is where the IOCs [indicators of compromise] come from, but they also create a 

lot of noise. The number of IOCs that come in every day from these feeds is 

quite overwhelming and a lot of them are duplicates. But even with the 

deduplication, trying to determine from a list of threats, which ones apply to 

your environment and which ones don’t, or which one could or prioritize even 

which ones you want to implement first is very difficult. [Incident Response 

Team Director, Canada 17] 

Networked Internal 

networks 

Discusses connections and 

communication protocols with 

internal stakeholders, as well as silos 

within organizations and the need to 

break barriers across business units. 

We have a seamless relationship; everybody gets on well. We try to be very 

transparent with one another. We have clear lanes. I have–we have with the 

CISO. We meet probably once a week in person. We probably talk several times 

a week and we are at the same meetings and he recognizes that yes, you know 

what we do is different from him. We are never going to set him for failure, and 

he knows that. [Security Advisor, Canada 21] 

Networked External 

networks 

Discusses the connections with 

external stakeholders, as well as the 

conditions under which trust is built 

to sustain these networks. 

So, we are very actively involved with G7 partners to a group called the Cyber 

Experts Group, CEG. In terms of doing just that, sharing best practices, 

developing work streams and agendas among the G7 countries […]. Through you 

know, more understanding the different types of robustness challenges and 

responses and you know identifying an ever-widening set of risks and 

addressing them as we see them. [Regulator, France 1] 

Preparations Discusses the planning activities that 

outline responsibilities and capacities 

in case of an incident. 

We have around 16 of them right now. So 16 different, major scenario types, 

there’s lots of nuances that will happen, the main thing is to have thought about 

what if we get attacked and it’s a financial fraud, what if we get hacked and it’s 

ransomware, what if it’s data loss, what if it’s a data loss of PII data, what if it’s 

a multi country data loss, you know a number of these are sub-scenarios under 

a main scenario, so we have around 16 but we review them every quarter and 

decide if we want to add new ones based upon what’s happening in the world, 

or things we’ve come up with. [CISO, Canada 22] 

Practiced Training Describes what kinds of training 

regimes are implemented to enhance 

cyber-resilience. 

And we absolutely do have scenarios, including cyber scenarios, that we do…we 

engage all the way up to and including the CEO and the board as appropriate, 

based upon these scenarios so that folks understand this is the way we would 

respond, these are the roles people would play and we do role playing. [CRO, 

Canada 23] 

Practiced Red teaming Describes the practice of tasking an 

internal or external team with 

attacking the organization’s defenses 

to identify potential weaknesses and 

help build up and practice defensive 

activities. 

I think what makes [our methodology] different from regular red teaming is that 

we really try to mimic, simulate sophisticated criminal groups and nation-state 

proxies, based on threat intelligence. So it is not just that we look like, what 

shall we attack in this organization, what crown jewel are we going to take? No, 

that is based on intelligence. [Regulator, Netherlands 3] 

Redundancy Describes the ability to rely on 

alternative resources/technologies and 

spare capacities when main systems 

are unavailable or disabled. 

The system we have in production we have the same system in relief. So, in the 

event of a breakdown, we are able to recover immediately. We are going to have 

two servers, we are going to have for example... if we have decided that the pay 

process is critical for us, we are going to have two pay systems so if one goes 

down, the other is going to be available immediately. In real-time so they 

exchange data immediately. [Threat Intelligence Team Director, Canada 9] 

Diversity Discusses how a variety of people, 

technologies and systems can foster 

cyber-resilience. 

This team must include many skills, including, but not limited to, technical, 

strategic, communication and planning. It’s essential that a team be part of the 

solution as no one person can possess them all. [Consultant, United States 4] 

Surge capacity Describes the extra resources needed 

to deal with a crisis / often expensive 

to justify in standard mode. 

The big difference between that attack in 2012 and 2018 is that in 2012 we first 

started, say, introducing filtering, so through intensive filtering-like techniques 

within our own infrastructure. So we had then just started building offloaders. 

We got there in 2012, because that was a DDoS attack, which was the trigger to 

get a lot of that equipment in-house. Substantial investments have been made 

there. [Incident Response Team Director, France 7] 

Standards Discusses the relevance and role of 

standards for cybersecurity. 

I see too many companies which are compliant… but which are not. Auditors 

will come and say "Do you have standards?" "Yes we have standard" "Perfect" ok 

so check. But the standards, they don’t apply them. [Consultant, Canada 14] 

Regulation Discusses the impacts of regulations 

on cyber-resilience. 

I mean I think regulation and legislation have a part to play and you know I do 

think they build the framework with which we have to operate. So I don’t think 

that’s a bad thing, you know, but the struggle that you do have is, when you 

have competing regulators or competing regulation, it becomes very difficult to 

operate, so if you take an example of say a privacy breach somewhere, say 

you’re in the US, right, you might have to notify three different regulators across 

three different timeframes. [CISO, Canada 24] 

Adaptation- 

Learning 

Discusses how organizations adapt 

after incidents and learn from their 

responses (or failures) to increase 

their resilience (or fail to do so). 

We have always done a post-mortem after the event, once the [crisis] cell is 

deactivated. What are the main lessons? What are things we could have done 

differently? What are the things to change? What are the short-term, 

medium-term, long-term things? [Business Continuity Unit Director, Canada 2] 
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